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VH Fibre Optics is a value-add distribution and installation 
services company specialising in passive fibre optic network 
solutions. We supply fibre-to-the home and fibre-to-the-building 
passive network solutions to our customers. Our company is 
structured to provide turnkey solutions to its customers by 
providing in-house capability, resources, and skills from its 
available resource pool. We have a comprehensive portfolio of 
state-of-the-art fibre optic products, which enable us to offer 
tailor-made solutions that cater for customer's requirements 
and infrastructure needs. The business is well defined and 
segmented with business partners to provide focused quality 
solutions and services to customers.
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VH Fibre Optics’ mission is to build a strong legacy of which 
customers, shareholders and employees, their families and 
future generations will be proud of. 
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Our internal sales teams provide 
pre-sales support to ensure our 
customers get what they want, 

when they want it.

SALES

It is our policy to transfer skills and 
to build up partnerships with locals 

for on-going regional 
development, invariably far more 

than minimum tender 
requirements.

TRAINING

LOGISTICS BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

Our logistics and procurement 
teams and partners pride 

themselves on managing the 
product supply chain so that our 
customers receive their orders on 

time.

We are continuously busy 
diversifying our business and are in 
the process of setting up a business 
unit to compliment the enablement 

of 5G technologies as well as 
deploying small cells across indoor 

venues such as office buildings, 
hospitals, airports, campuses, public 

buildings, and shopping malls.

VH Fibre Optics, together with 
their business partners 

continuously develop customised 
products for their customers by 

utilising a unique combination of 
research and development with 

design and engineering 
capabilities to develop products 

complementing the fibre business.

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT
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VH Fibre Optics is Headquartered in Johannesburg, South Africa, with an established South 
African footprint with branch offices in, KZN, Bloemfontein, Gqeberha and Cape Town. Our 
customer base extends into our neighbouring countries, namely Swaziland, Lesotho, 
Botwana, Zimbabwe and Zambia.

 BLOEMFONTEIN

JOHANNESBURG

DURBAN

CAPE TOWN

GQEBERHA
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WE OFFER HIGH
QUALITY PRODUCTS
WITH A FULL RANGE

MANHOLES: RHI-Node Manholes

VH Fibre Optics is an official distributor for the range of RHI-NODE manholes. 
These Manholes/Handholes offers ease of assembly and installation which 
are light weight and easy to handle when installation takes place. It is a space 
saver when shipping or transporting. 
 
No curing is required as opposed to traditional concrete manholes. The 
Manholes/Handholes can be quickly deployed.

Connectivity: VH Boundary Wall Box

Whether deployed in outdoor or indoor applications, Prysmian Group’s 
OAsys connectivity solutions are designed for versatility, covering all cable 
management needs whatever the network type.

Dome Joints: VHF FTTx Loop Dome Joint

The dome Joints are suitable for protecting fiber cable splices in branching 
applications.

Panels: PSP Splice and Patch Panel

Provides a centralised location to manage network connections. It allows 
network engineers and electricians easy access for efficient maintenance 
which minimises downtime.
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WE OFFER HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS WITH A FULL 
RANGE FROM A-Z

Arial Access: VHF Aerial Slack Bin

The VHF Aerial Slack Bin is a pole mounted enclosure to conceal aerial cable 
slack. The Bin is designed to also safely secure the cable even once the lid has 
been opened, making it safer for the technician to work with at heights.

Optical Cable: Mini Blown Cable for 12/10 or 14/10

Prysmian Group offers an extensive range of optical cables for every 
environment. Cables are available in a wide range of fibre counts, fibre types 
and mechanical constructions depending on the specific application.

Accessories: Patchleads, Pigtails & Midcouplers

VH Fibre Optic's premium grade Single-Mode and Multi-Mode Patch Cords 
are designed to be utilized in all types of connectorized assemblies like patch 
panels and wall boxes.

Duct: Heavy Duty Duct (HDD) & CST Cable

Installed inside an existing sleeve or direct bury can be supplied in G 652 D 
VH Fibre Optics also stocks.
CST (corrugated steel tape) cable which is an armoured cable which offers 
crush, water and rodent resistance.

VH Fibre can supply from 4 F to 144 F cable
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Our capabilities extend to end-to-end solutions by providing all 
the components of the value chain. We deliver best-of-breed 
technology by ensuring the appropriate solutions is offered to 
deliver the highest return.

DESIGN &
PLANNING

LOGISTICS
& SUPPLY

INSTALL &
COMMISSION

CONFIGURE
& INTEGRATE

SUPPORT
& MAINTAIN
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